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Abstract
This article focuses on evaluating the emergent properties of complex interventions
that operate and function as systems. After defining key terms, four suppositions of
emergence are presented. The suppositions are based on the authors’ reflections on
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evaluating several complex interventions using a systems approach. Supposition
1 posits that there is an operational emergent property, paralleling the theory-driven
evaluation concept of implementation theory noted by Carol Weiss. Supposition
2 suggests that every complex intervention also has a functional emergent property that
speaks to the effectiveness of the intervention. Several important distinctions between
a functional emergent property and the long-term outcomes derived based on a
reductionist worldview are noted. Supposition 3 builds on the work of Chalmers to
posit that it is possible for a complex intervention to simultaneously have more than
one operational emergent property and more than one functional emergent property.
Supposition 4 is grounded in the system definition to propose that operational
emergence is a prerequisite for functional emergence. Suppositions by definition
require proof to become theories. The article calls for evaluators to share whether
their experiences support these suppositions and encourages investments in evaluation
research to test them.
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What we already know
· Attention is being drawn to the need to evaluate interdependencies and

emergent properties of complex interventions.
· An emergent property is qualitatively different than a long-term

outcome and cannot be achieved independently by any one intervention
component.

· One type of emergent property is related to the function/purpose/impact
of the complex intervention (functional emergence).

The original contribution this makes to theory and/
or practice

· There may be more than one type of emergent property.
· One type of emergent property may be related to the operation/

implementation/process of a complex intervention (i.e., operational
emergence).

· A complex intervention may be characterized by both operational and
functional emergence.

· Operational emergence may be a prerequisite for functional emergence.
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This article focuses on the challenges in defining and evaluating emergent properties
of complex interventions that meet the system test (Renger, 2022). A complex in-
tervention “involves at minimum multiple components and a complex pathway …”

(Guise et al., 2017, p. 7). In contrast, simple interventions are defined by a singular
component and a linear theory of change (Petticrew, 2011). The authors have evaluated
both types of interventions. An example of a simple intervention is using an electronic
health system to remind a clinician to discuss breast cancer screening with a patient. An
example of a complex intervention is the integration of community outreach, clinician
reminders, patient reminders, diagnostic service providers, and treatment support
services to improve breast cancer survival rates.

Researchers have suggested that evaluation approaches grounded in systems theory
are a good fit for evaluating complex interventions because systems are by their nature
complex (Holland, 1992; Renger, 2022). However, a system evaluation approach is fit
for such purposes only if the complex intervention is designed to operate and function
as a system (Renger, 2022). Therefore, an important first step for evaluators confronted
with evaluating complex interventions is to engage in a system test to determine
whether the intervention is indeed operating and functioning as a system (Renger,
2022) or is “just a bunch of stuff” (Meadows, 2008).

The system test asks evaluators to assess whether the complex intervention they plan
to evaluate conforms to the system definition. Ackoff (1994) defines a system as an
integrated whole whose essential property emerges from the interdependencies among
system components. Many system definitions use the more general word “relationship”
to describe the interaction among intervention components rather than the more specific
term “interdependence” (e.g., AEA, 2018; Ison, 2008). In our experience evaluators
using the term “relationship” either do so because it is a more benign introduction to the
topic (Renger, 2022), or because they do not yet appreciate the nuances of how the term
relationship differs from the system property of interdependence. Ackoff (1994) adds
that the essential property that emerges is a product of the interdependencies of system
parts, challenging the idiom that a system is the sum of its parts. Hereinafter we refer to
the essential system that property that emerges as a product of the interactions as the
emergent property.

Interdependence conveys a qualitatively deeper meaning about the nature of re-
lationships among the components of an intervention. It highlights the holistic nature of
a system; the operation of all parts is needed to achieve the higher order function
(i.e., emergent property), and the system suffers or collapses if one-part malfunctions or
is missing.

If the complex intervention meets the system test, (i.e., meets the system definition),
then the intervention can then be evaluated using a systems approach. To be truly fit for
purpose, however, the evaluation approach should also be aligned with the system
definition. At a minimum, this requires that the evaluation approach must account for
interdependencies and emergence. The evaluation of interdependence necessarily
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precedes the evaluation of emergence because interdependence is a prerequisite for
emergence (Ackoff, 1994). For example, system evaluation theory is an evaluation
framework intentionally aligned to the system properties of interdependence and
emergence (Renger, 2015). System evaluation theory answers the call of Walton et al.
(2021) to move “…beyond a conceptual application of STCS [systems thinking and
complexity science] to more deeply applying theory, methodologies, and approaches”
(p. 163). System evaluation theory requires three steps: (1) defining the complex
intervention operating and functioning as a system, (2) evaluating interdependencies,
and (3) evaluating emergence.

Regardless of the evaluation approach used, evaluating emergence requires a
complete understanding and appreciation of the emergent properties. The literature
dedicated to the topic of evaluating emergence is scant and seems chiefly focused on
emergence as an indicator of an intervention’s effectiveness (Chalmers, 2006; Renger,
2022; Renger et al., 2023). However, based on our own work and experience evaluating
several complex interventions using a systems approach, including the Housing and
Urban Development funded Housing Opportunities for People Everywhere; the
Centers for Disease Control funded Well Women Health Check Program; and the
National Institutes of Health funded Center for Translational Research, we have
identified four suppositions of emergent properties that we feel can help guide
evaluators. Wewant to be clear that our suppositions represent our belief as to the nature
and role of emergent system properties in relation to evaluating complex interventions.
We acknowledge that they are based on our finite experiences evaluating complex
interventions that operate and function primarily in the health sector and that we have
“no proof” that they are robust, stable, and generalizable. However, Walton et al. (2021)
noted that advancing systems evaluation thinking “requires a team” (p. 168). We concur
and hope that by sharing these suppositions we will motivate others to test them in their
own evaluations and to share their own findings so that together we can build a re-
pository of knowledge to better understand and evaluate emergence in complex
interventions.

We focus heavily on our Center for Translational Research evaluation to illustrate
our suppositions, for two reasons. First, the basic structure is replicated in many other
interventions. Thus, it is hoped evaluators reading this work will more easily find
connections between the Center for Translational Research structure and the structure
of the complex interventions they are evaluating. Second, our focus on emergence is a
natural extension of our previously published work on the Center for Translational
Research. Specifically, we applied system evaluation theory in defining the Center for
Translational Research (Renger et al., 2020) and evaluating its interdependencies
(Souvannasacd et al., 2022). Using the Center for Translational Research to present and
illustrate our suppositions related to emergence creates the contextual continuity
needed to better understand the foundational work upon which discussions of
emergence depend.

The Dakota Community Collaborative on Translational Activity Center for
Translational Research is a complex, grant-funded organization that spans multiple
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universities, hospital systems, and clinics across North and South Dakota and which is
dedicated to changing the regional culture to foster more clinical and translational
research focused on key health issues important to Dakotan communities. Funded by
the National Institutes of Health, the Dakota Community Collaborative on Transla-
tional Activity includes seven cores and a practice-based research network which
interact in a complex fashion to recruit investigators, support their efforts both fi-
nancially and intellectually, and engage with the communities which the Dakota
Community Collaborative on Translational Activity serves (Renger et al., 2020).

As described in our previous publications, the evaluation of Center for Translational
Research interdependencies was straightforward and mechanistic in that we system-
atically applied system principles like feedback loops, cascading events, and reflex arcs
to evaluate Center for Translational Research core standard operating procedures.
However, evaluating the Center for Translational Research emergent property proved
to be more challenging. We believe that at least one reason for this challenge can be
traced back to Ackoff’s qualifier that an emergent property is the product of the
component interdependencies. The term “product” suggests that the whole is not
greater than the sum of its parts as some authors suggest (Bryne & Callaghan, 2014),
but is rather defined by a more complex algebraic expression that results in a whole that
is qualitatively as well as quantitatively different from the sum of its parts (Law et al.,
1998).

Supposition 1: Every complex intervention that meets the system test has an
operational emergent property.

The operation of a complex system refers to the execution of processes, workflows,
or standard operating procedures (Renger, 2022). Therefore, supposition 1 focuses on
the implementation of complex interventions. In theory-driven evaluation, the im-
plementation evaluation focuses on monitoring whether the steps of an intervention
adhere to its prescribed protocol (Scriven, 1991; Weiss, 1997). However, with some
exceptions (e.g., Smith et al., 2020), theory-driven evaluation methods for evaluating
implementation are largely inadequate for capturing the interdependencies of complex
interventions that operate as systems because they were designed to evaluate simple
interventions that operate independently (Renger, 2022). Thus, for simple interven-
tions, the evaluation of interdependencies using a systems approach is often moot, as
there are no multiple components that are dependent on each other.

Weiss (1997) noted that the depth of implementation evaluations must go beyond
merely checking whether key elements of the intervention protocol were executed with
fidelity; they must include an evaluation of the implementation change theory. “Im-
plementation theory refers to something deeper than the simple steps of an activity; it
captures the essence of how the activities should be conducted to affect the mechanisms
of change identified in the program theory” (Renger et al., 2013, p. 28). For example,
Renger et al. (2013) noted that a “fun experience” (i.e., in German “ein Erlebnis”) was a
necessary component in the successful implementation of a life skills intervention in a
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German trade school. The implementation theory (i.e., the educational activity must be
fun) was viewed as a prerequisite for engaging students in learning life skills (i.e., the
intervention outcomes).

Consistent with Chen and Rossi’s (1983) observation four decades ago, it remains
our experience that evaluations of the implementation theory underlying an inter-
vention are rare, in no small part because in most cases, there is in fact no im-
plementation theory underpinning the intervention. While intervention design flaws are
not the fault of the evaluators, we do have a responsibility to inquire about whether
there is an implementation theory that underpins an intervention when we develop an
evaluation plan. One reason evaluators fall short in meeting Chen and Rossi’s call is
that evaluators may be unaware of the need for interventions to be grounded in im-
plementation theory.

We contend that an evaluation of a complex intervention’s implementation should,
as is the case for simple interventions, include an evaluation of its implementation
theory. Since the interdependencies detail how a complex intervention operates, an
understanding of what emerges from the interdependencies is central to defining its
implementation theory. We refer to the property emerging from the product of a
complex intervention’s interdependencies as the operational emergent property.

A good example of an operational emergent property can be found in team sports.
When constructing a team, managers attempt to get the correct mix and balance
(Renger, 2022) of players, coaches, and support staff. The goal is to win. However, the
likelihood of winning is greater if the interdependencies between the team components
(i.e., players, coaches, and managers) can be optimized. The evidence of success of
optimizing these interdependencies emerges in the form of “team chemistry.” Sport
psychologists and sociologists have devoted their careers to evaluating team chemistry,
or as it is known in Australia the “vibe of the playing group,” although quantifying it
remains elusive (Gerschgoren et al., 2016).

In complex social interventions, the “chemistry” emerging from the interdepen-
dencies between components has been referred to as the “secret sauce” (M. Fry,
personal communication, 10 February 2023) or “where the magic happens” (L. At-
kinson, personal communication, 1 March 2023). In our experience, evaluations often
operationalize the “secret sauce” of complex social interventions as the level of
collaboration between intervention components. This default position is understand-
able because the success of many complex social interventions depends on human
collaboration between and among system actors representing different component
parts. The dependence on human interaction for intervention success is evidenced by
the finding that the implementation failure of many interventions can be traced back to
poor communication (McCulloch et al., 2011).

In the spirit of full transparency, in our Center for Translational Research evaluation,
we also defaulted to using collaboration as an indicator of implementation success.
Specifically, we used the levels of collaboration scale to evaluate the success of the
Center for Translational Research core interdependencies (Frey et al., 2006). The levels
of collaboration scale asks system actors representing different intervention
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components to assess the level of collaboration with other intervention components
along a continuum spanning networking, cooperation, coordination, coalition, and
collaboration. Our attraction to the levels of collaboration scale stemmed from the fact
that the anchors used to evaluate collaboration are couched in systems language. For
instance, the highest level on the levels of collaboration scale (collaboration) is an-
chored by the statements “members belong to one system” and “there is frequent
communication characterized by mutual trust.”

When reflecting on our use of the levels of collaboration scale to evaluate Center for
Translational Research success, we identified two primary concerns. First, tools like the
levels of collaboration scale do not necessarily get to the heart of what it means to work
interdependently. For example, in the levels of collaboration scale, the understanding of
what it means to “belong to one system” is left to the individual respondent to decide.
This idiosyncratic interpretation does not necessarily include an appreciation for what it
means to work together interdependently. The understanding that “I need to weigh how
a change to my processes will influence other processes,” gets to the heart of what it
means to “operate as a system” and is qualitatively richer than simply having an
understanding or appreciation of what other intervention components do. Second, the
idea of collaboration in the context of evaluating complex interventions must extend
beyond human-to-human interactions and include technology-to-technology interop-
erability and human-to-technology interactions.

Chen and Rossi (1983) wrote: “we also make a special plea for more intensive
attention to developing knowledge and theory concerning how human services or-
ganizations work, so that our general understanding of implementation systems
[emphasis added] will be advanced” (p. 300). We believe that one key to developing
this knowledge is to define and evaluate the operational emergent properties of complex
interventions. Therefore, we call upon our colleagues to share how they define and
evaluate the operational emergent properties of the complex interventions they
evaluate. We understand this will be challenging because many of the operational
emergent properties may be seemingly abstract. How do we measure team chemistry,
fun, and collaboration? However, this should not deter us from working with experts in
scale development in operationalizing the operational emergent property. Sports
psychologists once thought concepts like team chemistry to be abstract, while social
scientists grappled with measuring quality of life and collaboration. With the necessary
time and resources, all produced relatively reliable and valid quantitative and quali-
tative measures of these constructs and for different settings (e.g., Burckhardt &
Anderson, 2003; DeLong, 2013; Son et al., 2022). Perhaps through sharing, we can
identify common operational emergent properties for which we can then develop the
tools necessary to capture the “chemistry” or “secret sauce” emerging more accurately.

Supposition 2: Every complex intervention that meets the system test has a
functional emergent property.

Function is defined as the purpose or superordinate goal of the complex intervention.
Therefore, supposition 2 focuses on evaluating a complex intervention’s impact
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(Scriven, 1991). We refer to the impact that emerges from the interdependence of
component parts as the functional emergent property.

The functional emergent property is qualitatively different than the theory-driven
evaluation outcomes used to evaluate an intervention’s impact. Theory-driven eval-
uation outcomes possess an inherent chronological property that is a direct result of the
reductionist cause-and-effect thinking that underpins the theory of change. This
chronology is evidenced in the labeling of outcomes as immediate, intermediate, and
long term in the logic model (McLaughlin & Jordan, 2015). Emergence, on the other
hand, by its very definition, “appears” when all the intervention components are
working together, interdependently. By the same token, an emergent property can
“disappear” if one of the dependent component parts fails. By this logic, we suppose
that an emergent property is not time-bound, but rather occurs at the “tipping point”
when the intervention becomes effective.

In theory-driven evaluation, the linear construction of the logic model is well suited
for evaluating the impact of simple interventions. However, many theory-driven
evaluation evaluators will develop independent logic models for each intervention
component when confronted with the challenge of evaluating the impact of a complex
intervention (Renger, 2022; Rogers, 2008). Theory-driven evaluation evaluators then
attempt to demonstrate what we coin here as “complexity coverage” by scaffolding or
coupling logic models (Walton et al., 2021). We argue that this is an ineffective ap-
proach when evaluating complex interventions that meet the system test: evaluating the
effectiveness of each intervention component independently (logic models) is in-
consistent with evaluating the system property of interdependence.

In reflecting on our practice, we found quality of life to be a recurring example of a
functional emergent property common to many complex social interventions. One such
complex intervention that uses quality of life as a success indicator is the Housing and
Urban Development Housing Opportunities for People Everywhere VI “program.”
Although labeled a program, the Housing Opportunities for People Everywhere VI
intervention consists of multiple components (e.g., life skills, education, housing, and
childcare) intended to work together to address the complexity of underlying conditions
facing those in public housing. While each component has a logic model and outcomes
for which it is held responsible, for example, building new homes, relocating residents
in mixed-income neighborhoods, and offering childcare, the “hope” is that a better
quality of life emerges from the interdependencies between these components (Popkin
et al., 2004). Evaluating the program with independent logic models would tell you
little, if anything, about whether the system is producing better quality of life. However,
with an understanding of the supposition of a functional emergent property, evaluators’
attention can be directed to defining and evaluating what the interventions components
are jointly trying to achieve, that is, quality of life, that they cannot do independently.

Quality of life is also used as a success measure for complex interventions targeting a
wide range of health and social issues, including cancer treatment (Sanchez et al.,
2011), urban studies (Rezvani et al., 2013), and aging (Leung et al., 2004). However,
there are surely also many different functional emergent properties in other sectors like
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transportation safety, economic security, climate change, etc. In our evaluation of the
Center for Translational Research, we defined the functional emergent property as
Researcher Self-efficacy (Phillips & Russell, 1994). We reasoned that no support core
by itself could create the confidence and skills necessary for clinicians to be successful
in pursuit of an independent research program. Further, the failure of any single core to
provide its support could keep researcher self-efficacy from emerging.

We call upon our colleagues to share how they define and evaluate functional
emergent properties. We recognize that other sectors are not necessarily oriented toward
a system perspective, so uncovering potential functional emergent properties may
require some detective work. One suggestion is to search for interventions in which
multidimensional measures of success are being used. If complex interventions consist
of multiple components, then it is reasonable to posit that there is a functional emergent
property and that it may also be multidimensional.

Supposition 3: Complex interventions can consist of more than one operational
emergent property and more than one functional emergent property.

As stated above, suppositions 1 and 2 imply that at a minimum, each complex in-
tervention must have one operational and one functional emergent property. However, we
also believe that complex interventions meeting the system test can produce more than one
operational emergent property and more than one functional emergent property.

To support this supposition, we cite the work of Chalmers (2006) who forwards the
notion of weak and strong emergence. If a complex intervention can have a weak and
strong emergent property, then by definition multiple functional emergent properties can
exist. Our understanding of the distinction between these two emergence types is that weak
emergence is that which might be expected from interactions between systems parts, while
strong emergence is unexpected. To illustrate the difference between weak and strong
emergence, Renger (2022) draws on a hypothetical example in designing a public
transportation system. One can imagine that the functional emergent property guiding the
transportation system design might be to develop users’ trust by ensuring that the system
reliably moves a user from point A to point B. The reliability might be evaluated by
tracking system delays, while the trust might be evaluated by rider loyalty. However, how
might one explain high reliability in a situation in which rider loyalty remains low? Perhaps
loyalty might depend upon something that had not been expected, such users’ feelings of
safety that might be threatened at some transportation hubs. In such a case, the system
would need to be redesigned to also consider the location and conditions of transportation
stops and connections.

If there is weak and strong emergence, then by definition it is possible for a complex
intervention acting as a system to have more than one functional emergent property.
However, it is also our supposition that a complex intervention can also have more than
one operational emergent property. For example, one might predict that a culture of
collaboration is an operational emergent property that is a prerequisite for a more
nuanced emergent property like team “chemistry” to emerge. Similarly, our reflection
also leaves open the possibility that an emergent property can be both operational and
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functional. For example, one might argue, depending on how the intervention is
framed, that an emerging culture of collaboration of a complex intervention might be
considered both evidence of operational (i.e., implementation) and functional
(i.e., impact) success. Therefore, we call upon our colleagues to consider whether there
are additional and/or qualitatively different emergent properties, beyond those which
was might be reasonably predicted.

Supposition 4: Both operational and functional emergent properties are prereq-
uisites for achieving intermediate and long-term outcomes.

This supposition hinges on the system definition that interdependence is a pre-
requisite for emergence. We believe that an operational emergent property may be a
prerequisite for a functional emergent property. For example, in our Center for
Translational Research evaluation core “chemistry,” defined as collaborating as a
system, is the operational emergent property and is a prerequisite for researcher self-
efficacy, the functional emergent property.

However, our reflection also led us to the supposition that the functional emergent
property may not only be an important “outcome” in its own right, but may also in some
circumstances be a prerequisite for meeting immediate, intermediate, and long-term
outcomes typically found in theory-driven evaluation. As discussed under supposition
2, we view immediate, intermediate, and long-term outcomes as qualitatively different
than emergent properties. However, this does not mean that theory-driven evaluation
outcomes and the functional emergent property are mutually exclusive; both might
exist in harmony. Indeed, the functional emergent property may sometimes even be a
prerequisite for fully achieving theory-driven evaluation outcomes.

For example, in our Center for Translational Research evaluation, we predicted that
researcher self-efficacy would emerge if the support cores worked together interde-
pendently. Researcher self-efficacy is the functional emergent property. We also
reasoned that researcher self-efficacy is a prerequisite for clinicians to be successful in
meeting outcomes of interest required by the funder (National Institutes of Health) such
as developing an independent research program, publishing, and achieving indepen-
dent extramural grant funding. Since funder evaluation requirements are non-
negotiable and the outcomes they require are derived from traditional theory-driven
evaluation, such as those found in logic models, it would be beneficial to demonstrate
how the addition of a system-based evaluation, specifically the measurement of the
functional emergent property (researcher self-efficacy), is necessary to ensure the
conditions needed to achieve these outcomes are met.

Discussion

We shared four suppositions about emergent properties of complex interventions, based
on our own evaluation work with complex intervention systems. We acknowledge that
these are suppositions, not established theory, yet they seem reasonable based on
reflection of our evaluation practice. Our goal in sharing these suppositions was to
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stimulate thought and to encourage other evaluators to share the extent to which their
evaluations of complex interventions operating and functioning as systems support (or
refute) these suppositions.

We believe that it is reasonable to posit that if multi-component interventions
working interdependently are necessary for emergence, then what emerges must also be
a multi-dimensional construct (Renger, 2022). We believe there is a tremendous op-
portunity to adapt knowledge from other professions in trying to define the multi-
dimensionality of emergent properties beyond the operational and functional defini-
tions posited in the current work. For example, in exploring how to create a culture
where teamwork is the “special sauce,” we might consider measuring human expe-
riences and interactions on a physical, emotional, and mental level and how they can
come into alignment. We might also borrow lessons from biology and neuroscience to
gain a deeper understanding of emergent properties. For example, while one neuron
does not produce consciousness or self-awareness, the interdependence of billions of
neurons does. This is a stark representation of the whole being different than the sum of
its parts. Cognitive science and the studies of distributed cognition may also shed light
on defining emergent properties (Hutchins, 2000). We suggest that these may all be
fruitful areas for further contemplation and research.

There might also be value in following the recommendations for developing
multidimensional constructs (Johnson et al., 2012) and taxonomies (Law et al., 1998)
developed in the management sector as we apply knowledge from other professions to
define emergent properties. For example, Law et al.’s (1998) conceptualization of latent
models (those that exist at deeper levels than their dimensions) seems a promising
avenue to guide how measures can be developed to capture the essence of operational
and functional emergent properties. In addition, the differences that Law et al. (1998)
propose between latent and algebraic models seem to align directly with the notion of
Chalmer’s weak and strong emergence and thus may represent a path forward for
predicting whether a complex intervention is producing one or more emergent
properties.

It should be emphasized that systems-driven evaluation approaches can exist in
harmony with other program-based evaluation approaches. Evaluating the operational
emergent property need not preclude engaging in traditionally mechanistic evaluation
such as quality assurance. In fact, intervention component standard operating
procedures/workflows must be evaluated for efficiencies before an evaluation of the
operational emergent property. This is because, as Chen and Rossi (1983) noted, the
“neglect of understanding implementation has made it ambiguous in many cases ….
Whether the program or the implementation system or both were at fault in a dem-
onstrated failure to achieve outcomes” (p. 299).

Finally, thought should be given as to who is responsible for evaluating emergent
properties. Since no single intervention component can independently produce an
emergent property, it stands to reason that no single intervention component should be
held responsible for its evaluation. Using our previous examples, the responsibility for
evaluating quality of life and researcher self-efficacy, rests with the external evaluator
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overseeing the intervention. However, in other complex interventions, the responsi-
bility for collecting data on emergent outcomes may fall on the agency overseeing the
implementation of multiple interventions.We find Friedman’s (2005) conceptualization
of community-based indicators to be consistent with the understanding that emergent
properties must be collected by higher system levels.

In summary, while there is progress in the methods used to evaluate the interde-
pendencies within complex interventions that operate as systems, the evaluation of
emergent properties is in its infancy. We believe that evaluating whether the “secret
sauce” is emerging is key to knowing the success at an intervention’s operational level
and is a prerequisite for complex interventions to meet their functional purpose.
However, to move our discipline forward we need the help of our evaluation com-
munity, a team, to form exemplars and research to test our suppositions.
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